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peared thanks to the assistance and sharp eyes of Dr . Chris T . Maier who discovered i t
residing in the wrong drawer at CAES . The specimen is indeed Mantispa uhleri Banks .
My laboratory and field investigations (Redborg and MacLeod, in press) corroborat e
Kaston's contention that his larva boarded the spider in Michigan . It was probably on th e
pedicel or in one of the book lungs . M. uhleri 's host range is extremely broad ; it include s
nearly every family of hunting spiders (Redborg and MacLeod, in press) . Although
agelenids are not common hosts for M. uhleri — probably because they are inaccessible in
their funnel webs — I have collected one other specimen in association with an agelenid .
Rather appropriately, the spider is Agelenopsis kastoni Chamberlin and Ivie . Since M.
uhleri's host range is now the most firmly documented of any mantispid species, it is als o
appropriate that one of the first and most widely cited papers on the life history o f
mantispids turns out to be the first contribution to our knowledge of this species .
I thank Dr . Gilbert P . Waldbauer for critical examination of the manuscript and Dr .
Ellis G . MacLeod for sharing with me the principal results of his unpublished revisionar y
studies of the Nearctic Mantispidae .
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A NOTE ON SOME SUPPOSED TEXAN LOCALITIES FOR SOM E
ARANEUS SPECIE S
(ARANEAE, ARANEIDAE )

Ever since the beginning of biogeography there has been a more or less implici t
recognition of the interaction of distribution and ecology : that the range of any organis m
can only reflect the occurrence of suitable biotopes available to that species during it s
dispersal . The relationship between ecology, climate, and physiography is so pervasiv e
that distinct biogeographic patterns shared by a host of unrelated organisms, ranging fro m
intercontinental to extremely local, can be observed and defined . As a result, if a distribution map of a particular species shows one or more localities far outside the apparent
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natural range, one is justified in regarding such records with suspicion, the more so if
there is a difference in climate or physiography involved .
A recent publication on a group of Nearctic araneid spiders (Levi, 1971, Bull . Mus .
Comp . Zool ., 141 :131-179) provides an example of the situation mentioned above .
Reference to the many spot maps in that paper shows clearly that most species of th e
Araneus diadematus group are boreal in range, extending southward (if at all) only alon g
the major mountain systems . Only A . marmoreus and A . bicentarius occur in the Mississippi Valley and Gulf Coast region .
Some notable exceptions to this generality may be noted, however, namely A . nordmanni (Map 3), A . cavaticus (Map 8, above), and A . illaudatus (Map 8, below), all o f
which are basically montane or northern in range with remotely isolated occurrence s
shown in Texas . Having some knowledge of A . cavaticus in the central Appalachians, I
have been skeptical of its inclusion in the Texan fauna .
As is well shown by the map, this spider occurs from northern Alabama to Nov a
Scotia . South of Pennsylvania it is characteristically found beneath high cliffs and escarpments in mixed mesophytic forest . Where would such an animal live in the vicinity o f
Houston, Texas, the locality mentioned in the text ?
A very similar kind of disjuction may be found in the literature on Diplopoda, and th e
circumstances throw some light on the Texas locality for A . cavaticus . Some decades ago ,
R. V . Chamberlin (1943) recorded three typically Appalachian taxa of millipeds als o
from Houston, all three of them highly unlikely residents of flat Texan pinewoods . These
records were taken from material, said to have been collected at Houston by one Russel l
Scott and which is still, in the Chamberlin myriapod collection (now in the U . S . National
Museum) . The new species of Sigmoria that he named (S. houstoni) has subsequently
been found in eastern Tennessee, and the status of the " new" spirobolid Spirobolus scotti
has been discussed by Keeton (1960, Mem . Amer . Ent. Soc ., 17 :1-146) who found the
type specimen to be only a normal individual of Narceus annularis (Rafinesque) which is
not known to occur further south than Chattanooga, Tennessee . On the suspicion that
something similar might appear in the case of A . cavaticus, I appealed to Dr . Norman
Platnick for information on any possible Houston material in the American Museum of
Natural History, where Chamberlin's arachnid material was deposited . I was not surprise d
when he discovered there a pair of A . cavaticus labeled "Houston, Harris Co ., Texas ,
Sept : Dec . 1941, Russell Scott . "
I think that the weight of evidence points to Scott's "Houston" material being mislabeled : either it came from some real place in Tennessee (where there is a Housto n
County), or was sent to Chamberlin from Houston, Texas, which he assumed to be th e
collection site, or most likely, there was simply some outright error in labeling on the par t
of Chamberlin or a preparator . Anyone familiar with Chamberlin ' s modus operandi will
not be surprised to learn that the myriapod material, at least, is infested with incorrec t
labels, and there is no reason to think he was more careful with his spiders .
Lastly, a lot of material in the same collection said to have been collected at Edinburg ,
Texas, is patently mislabeled (including the type specimens of Costa Rican and Peruvia n
millipeds) and I think that the south Texas localities shown on the maps for A . illaudatu s
and A . nordmanni can be traced back also to Chamberlin material . In view of the ecology
and distribution of these species, it seems utterly unlikely that either — especially nordmanni — exists in the lower Rio Grande valley or anywhere else in Texas .
Since, as has been so rightly stated " . . .systematics and biogeography form an in separable whole" (Wygodzinsky, 1967, Biol . l'Amer . Austr ., 3 :505-524), it is appropriate
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for systematists to be on the alert for improbable disjunctions, and define or map th e
distribution of species with the same care that they study the characters of species .
Labeling errors are lamentably frequent, but the more implausible records can be easil y
detected and investigated whenever biogeographic patterns are contradicted .
Richard L . Hoffman, Biology Department Radford University, Radford, VA 24142 .
Manuscript received April 1981, revised May 1981 .
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Keegan, Hugh L. 1980 . Scorpions of Medical Importance . Univ . Press of Mississippi ,
Jackson . 140 pp . ($22 .50) .
Perusing the outside back cover the potential buyer learns that this book ' s scope is t o
present "an account of the distribution, morphology, biology and classification of thes e
scorpions considered to be of medical importance, " and that "A valuable feature o f
Scorpions of Medical Importance is the outstanding drawings that have been used t o
illustrate the species . It is not often that one comes across drawings so striking in thei r
precision and attention to even the most minute details . "
Between the covers the reader finds six chapters, each with its own list of references .
The chapters are summarized and characterized below :
Chapter 1—Scorpion Morphology and Biology . A 13 page chapter, of which five page s
are plates and two are references . In general it presents a good, albeit brief review o f
morphology and biology . I was slightly disturbed upon reading that there are six, rathe r
than the customary five metasomal segments plus the telson .
Chapter 2—Geographic distribution of Dangerously Venomous Scorpions . A six page
chapter with a one-half page of text, a four page long table, and two pages of references .
The table lists, by country, the species considered of medical importance . It also include s
some countries which appear to have no scorpionism problems . The table is hard to
follow at times, and it's occasionally contradicted by later statements in the text abou t
both the medical importance (Tityus trivittatus Kraepelin), and the distribution (Centruroides sculpturatus Ewing in Mexico) of some dangerous species .
Chapter 3—Clinical Aspects of Scorpion Envenomation . This eight page chapte r
exemplifies the problems associated with envenomation accidents in general, such as th e
rather variable symptomatology, and the fact that there is no general agreement as the the
cause of death . It includes a one and a half page table of symptoms produced b y
"selected species of medical importance " (actually only four species represented), and a
list of current (1978) antivenin production laboratories .
Chapter 4—Scorpion Control and Prevention of Scorpion Stings . This chapter include s
three and a half pages of text and a page of references touching upon preventive ,
mechanical, and chemical control measures . Some of the methods suggested are no longe r
valid : the use of chlordane (2%) against anything other than termites and when used b y
anyone other than a licensed pest control operator is illegal in the United States .
Chapter 5—Classification of Scorpions . Two pages of text in which six familie s
(Chaerilidae omitted) are briefly characterized morphologically . The incorrect spellings
Vejovis and Vejovidae are unnecessarily perpetuated . No list of references is given wit h
this chapter .

